TeamSnap
To obtain access, you will need to provide the XC Director with the information requested
under Join the Empire Runners Cross‐Country Team. Once you are added to the roster, an
invite is triggered for you to sign in. There you can add any personal information you like (and
mark it private so only you, the director and team captains can see it) and update your
availability for races. Other information such as race dates, start times, carpool information,
directions are included. All of this same race information is at the back sections of this guide as
well.
TeamSnap is really aimed at game‐oriented sports where games are played. Therefore the
feature and lexicon sometimes do not fit with races and running per se, but we try to make it
work. If something is not clear, please ask.

Invitation to Join
Once you ask to join the team, the XC Director will add your name to the roster and send you an
invitation to join TeamSnap. When you receive the email invitation, click on the link to go to the
TeamSnap website.
Join Empire Runners XC 20199
Follow the steps to set up a new account (you will re‐enter your email and create a password).

Log in
Once your account is set up, you will be asked to go to the Team page. You re‐enter your email and
password to log‐in

Overview of the TeamSnap Empire Runners Team Page
Once in, you can navigate to see the team roster, mark your availability and update your profile. For the
profile, we only need your name and email.

Change your settings and set privacy
The XC Director will set your gender, Jersey Number (we use this to segment on Age/Gender teams).
You may add what additional information you care to, but there is no obligation. There are some select
privacy buttons which will hide information you enter from everyone but those with administrative
authority (Director, Team Captains, etc.) The intent is not to create a Facebook page.
If you have feedback or strong opinions, please let the XC Director know.
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Roster
Click on Roster to sort by Name, Gender or Jersey Number (we use Jersey Number for
Gender/Age division) to see who is on the team. Jersey Number will enable you to see the
roster grouped by gender and age group – e.g. who are all of the Open Women on the team?
Jersey Numbers are segmented as follows:
Open
Master
Senior
Super‐Senior
Veteran

Women
01xx
02xx
03xx
04xx
05xx

Men
06xx
07xx
08xx
09xx
10xx

The XC Director has assigned jersey numbers to allow us to sort on Age Group/Gender while
maintaining alphabetical order (TeamSnap does not have this feature so we are employing
jersey numbers to outsmart TeamSnap). The Roster can be sorted on Jersey, Gender, Name or
Position (Gender/Age Division).
[NOTE: We do not wear jersey numbers in running. It is strictly a mechanism to help sort in
TeamSnap.]
Example: Women’s Open Team Roster (Sorted on Jersey Number)
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Schedule
In TeamSnap parlance, one of our races is a “GAME.” An “EVENT” is a meeting or gathering for
something other than a race – e.g. a Kickoff Party is an “EVENT.”

Click on Schedule at the top of the team home page to see the entire schedule. This allows you
to look at each race (Game), each venue, etc. Embedded in each Game or Event are start times
and carpool times for completeness. Unfortunately, TeamSnap does not allow for more than
one start time in the header of the Game, so only the first race time will show in the heading.
But the other races times are there in the notes section and are visible when you click on the
Game.
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Availability
On the Availability page, you can fill in which races (Games) you are able to run and which events you
can attend (RSVP).
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What It Means

You are
AVAILABLE.
You are NOT
AVAILABLE

You do not know.

When the XC Director calls for
COMMITMENT to that particular race,
your status will mean you are
COMMITTED to run. If you cannot run, you
must reimburse the Club for the entry fee.
We will not register you.
We will not register you. If you decide to run
after the deadline, you must do so on your
own. If you register and race, the club can
reimburse you for the pre‐registration amount
only.

